
Chapter 4: Planning For Practice
�is section details the elements that go into safe and e�fective practices and develops a sample
outline of a club’s first practice of the season.

General Considerations: Everything begins with advanced planning. How o�ten, how long, and
where the club meets are decisions that need to be made by the club leader with input from
volunteers and caregivers/parents. Similarly, group size and supervision are issues that need to
be addressed in advance by the club leader and helpers, and then adapted to the site, activity,
and weather. Clear communication between the club leader and caregivers/parents is vital.

How O�ten To Practice: �e vast majority of BKL Clubs meet at least once a week. Most attempt
a weekday, a�ter-school practice and a longer weekend session. Some o�fer a second weekday
practice just for their experienced children or racing group. Unless it is catastrophic, weather
should not a�fect your practice schedule. Even in times of poor snow there is work to be done on
equipment and trails, and there are many games that can be played indoors and on dryland.

How Long To Practice: A typical weekday session lasts 60 - 90 minutes. Darkness and busy
schedules are less a factor for weekend sessions and the session can extend to 2 hours, or even
longer for some of the older children, especially if you are planning a ski tour or special activity.
But if children are tired or the weather is not cooperating, never be afraid to cut the planned
session short, move indoors, play games, or engage in other activities. Pay attention to the
needs and desires of the children!

Where To Practice: Long before the snow falls you need to obtain permission to use your
practice site. It is important to have a site that meshes well with the children’s abilities. An ideal
site might connect fields with wooded trails and rolling terrain.

If you are fortunate, you will have more than one site lined up. Skiing in a variety of locations
keeps everyone mentally fresh, and di�ferent sites may be better for di�ferent activities. Weather
and snow conditions can make one site preferable to another as well. Most times the wind that
can drive participants from open areas are blissfully absent in the woods. If you are videotaping,
you may want a loop or other terrain specific to the activity you are filming (i.e. downhills).

Being able to gather in and disperse from a heated building is a tremendous asset, but practices
are managed throughout the winter all over the East without a facility. More caregivers/parents,
more vehicles, and a little more teamwork are required, but a building-less practice is certainly
possible. Some potential sites include: cross country centers, schools, parks, golf courses, and
recreational areas. Sites should be groomed prior to children arriving for practice.
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Caregivers/parents should have plenty of advance notice as to where and when the practice will
be held.

Temperature Guidelines for Practice*

Temperature Racing Training Easy Skiing

- 0° F NO NO Several (1-3) short
periods of easy
skiing (10-15 mins)
with
proper clothing

0-5° F Not recommended No high intensity OK with proper
clothing

6-10° F Usually OK Intensity
with caution

OK

11° F + OK OK OK

* Windchill should be taken into account

What Children Need For Practice: Children must come dressed properly (see Clothing and
Equipment chapter on page 135) and have snacks and water (see Nutrition chapter on page 145).
One of the first lessons children and their caregivers/parents must learn is to dress in layers.
Having many thin layers of clothing allows children to regulate their body temperature by taking
o�f 1 or 2 layers or adding 1 or 2 layers until they are comfortable. Heavy, bulky jackets and
padded snowsuits can result in overheating and restrict movement, but removing them isn’t
always a good option without plenty of back-up layers beneath. Generally speaking, a lighter
outer garment with ample layering underneath is best for active children.

Additionally, each child should have a small bag with extra socks, a dry shirt, back-up mittens,
and regular shoes or snowboots. Including a plastic garbage bag is a good idea as well. Not only
will it guard the bag against rain but it provides the child a place to sit on the snow.
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What Caregivers/Parents Need To Know Well Before Practice
● Time and place of practice
● Associated program costs
● Special transportation needs (i.e. carpooling)
● Special services you might require of them
● Equipment, clothing, and food/water needs of their children

Club Leader Pre-Practice Checklist
● Caregivers/parents provided with what they need to know in a timely manner
● All children’s equipment needs taken care of before practice starts
● Suggested clothing list distributed to caregivers/parents and children at the beginning

of season
● Extra clothes available for children
● Email list, website, or other announcement for communicating if practices are canceled,

changed, or moved
● Extra water and water bottles
● Access to bathrooms
● First aid kit
● Someone with basic “First Responder/First Aid Training” on hand and an Emergency

Medical Plan adapted to the site (see template here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxrL323QfH8qM0dSTWYzb3FaVk0/view?resourcekey=
0-o2Ea7VeD4yK-79GcNW-tIQ and recommendations here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxrL323QfH8qTDZYX3FQdExSeEE/view?resourcekey=
0-EUo_V8CuWTQe_0hLWjfPQg).

● A written practice plan (see below) in place to chart the day’s activities, caregiver/parent
and child attendance, and any special occurrences

● Game box with cones, pinnies, balls, etc.
● Have an idea of group size and how the group will be supervised
● Site groomed before children arrive

Group Size and Supervision: One teacher with six children works well. Any bigger than that and
you may find yourself spread too thin. In groups of 10-15 children, a leader and a sweeper or
support sta�f member are recommended. Groups larger than 15 are very awkward to teach or
supervise. Ideally, there are two adults to work with children even in groups smaller than 10.

Practice Plans: Even the most experienced coaches write down what they plan to do for practice
and provide a rough timeline for the activities. �e practice plan might contain some or all of
the following elements:

● Meet and greet
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● Get ready, equipment check
● Overview of practice, expectations, and objective
● Short warm up and dynamic stretching
● Instruction
● Skill practice
● Skill practice in game form
● Fitness activity
● Cool down and static stretching
● Closing meeting evaluation and wrap up

�e art and science of coaching come together in your practice plan. In later chapters you will
learn what to teach and how to teach it. At the end of this chapter is a sample outline for the first
practice of the ski year. Note how the elements listed above are used.

Why Plan Practices?
● Less Stress
● Enables everyone (coaches and caregivers/parents) to be on the same page
● Creates good training habits for the future
● Keeps children in the FLOW

Keep in Mind:
● Write down the plan and share with other coaches
● Create challenging yet doable practices for all
● Create child-specific challenges
● Be open to changing your plan to fit the needs of the group

Know Your Subjects:
Kindergarten (age 5-6)

● Keep moving!
● KISS- Keep It Simple Ski-coach!
● Be aware of fatigue

Elementary School
● Kids have the ability to take in more instruction
● Use the “compliment sandwich.” Give a compliment, then a critique, then another

compliment
● Ask them for help. �is age group likes to be empowered and helpful.

Middle School
● Peer pressure can lead to change in motivating factors
● Be the undisputed leader
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● Repeat skills through growth spurts
Mobility: All workouts should start and end with a warm up and cool down. A warm up is a key
component to preparing the body for the demands of any training session or competition. Part
of the warm up should include dynamic stretching, which consists of functional based exercises
that use sport-specific movements to prepare the body for movement. Warming up and
dynamic stretching will elevate the heart rate and warm up the muscles in addition to
improving range of motion and coordination. A good warm up reduces the risk of injury. A�ter
a cool down at the end of a workout, use static stretching when your muscles are already warm
to improve your range of motion and prevent injury.

***
Example: First BKL Club Day (approximately 90 minutes)
�e first BKL organizational/informational meeting should occur by the beginning of
November. However, leaders may need to have their schedule in place well before then so
caregivers/parents can plan ahead and new members are aware of your program. �is meeting
is a chance to get everyone together, distribute information about the upcoming season,
welcome new members, sign up kids for equipment/rentals, and answer questions. However,
it’s also an opportunity to get everyone excited about cross country skiing and the upcoming
winter season!

�is first meeting suggestion is unique because it asks that the children and their
caregivers/parents take part in an informational practice. �is encourages caregivers/parents to
ski, to ski with their children, and to volunteer at BKL practices. It also highlights what their
child will need in terms of clothing, food, and equipment. �is meeting should be adapted to
match your club’s needs, the weather, and the facilities. Talk to your District Chair or other Club
leaders for ideas. Contacts for these individuals can be found on the NENSA website:
https://nensa.net/bill-koch-league-club-directory/.

In periods of snow drought, take a hike, play dryland games, or host a potluck. Groups can also
make team signs or ski posters, work on equipment and repair/clear trails. �ere is always
something that can be done to build your club community!

1. Meeting begins indoors, if possible, with one or more of the following (not longer than
30 minutes total):

a. Explanation of BKL for children and caregivers/parents
b. Sample video of cross country skiing, preferably of BKL participants
c. Short explanation to attending caregivers/parents of BKL costs
d. Explanation of the day’s activities; discuss appropriate clothing and/or

equipment
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2. If Dryland:  Do activities for no more than 30 minutes. Suggestions below.
a. Short exercises/stretches
b. Short running games such as relay sprints with obstacles, tag games,

caregiver/parent & child relays, tennis ball soccer with children and
caregivers/parents (see Games chapter on page 80)

c. Ski walking with ski poles
3. If on Snow: Give a short talk about wax needed for the day (if applicable) and then move

to activities (~30 minutes).
a. Divide into small groups (1-4 is ideal) and show diagonal stride and double pole.
b. Show downhill skiing and snow plow. Give each child a chance to try each one.

BE POSITIVE ABOUT EACH CHILD’S EFFORT!
c. End session with a short game played without poles that works on snow feel and

balance.
4. Break for snack (15- 20 minutes)

a. Discuss energy snack foods (see Nutrition chapter on page 145)
b. Answer more caregiver/parent questions

5. Activity session (30 minutes: depending on the age group, this can be optional)
a. Short hike or ski, or soccer and more games

Conclusion: Send kids home with a �lier or card that has the time of the next club meeting, and
information on local ski shops and ski swaps/sales for equipment.
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